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And there they went, to the ENSAD cellar to grab all the useful
materials they could find. They stuffed the wood and plastic into a
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Laurent had finished lecturing about his work as an engaged experience
witness, explaining the extreme situations he got himself into, the
students took saws, hammers and drilling machines and they started to
work and within a few hours they had built a what can best be described
as a pragmatic indoor campsite. That is what they needed most: privacy
for the night. It was almost like a real city, or an industrial area:
about what the next stage will be is unfathomable. Something new will

Students from the workshop
Architectures Transitoires building
their nighttime shelter
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that I will describe are characterized by
punctuated oscillation. They use paradigms of

will highlight the importance of understanding

dissipative structures and diffusion as guides

how time is conceptualised and especially how
we can embrace it as an embodied dimension,
interdependent of the place, the people, the
matter and the technologies through which it
is mediated. On the other hand, Philip Beesley
will introduce us to his kinetic experimental
architectures and geotextile installations by
discussing how time has become a new dimension
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specializes, divides, and grows guided not
only by its preprogrammed DNA, but also by the
extra cellular matrix which is being
manifested around that dividing cell. There is
a sense of being pulled into fate — into the
fated future — by the interactions with the
chemical gradients in the extra cellular
matrix and by the cell’s proximity to other
formations. But that’s not the end of the
analogy. It’s not just that the environment
shapes me as well as my own genetic map. The
third, most fascinating thing is that the
operations of the cell project certain
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A funny part of his personality is that
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In their turn the themes came from a

communal narrative, in which art can

recharging. If smartphones apparently

could also be a segment of the much

long list with 69 items, which in its

intervene through play to disrupt

are taking over our lives, recording

longer learning process of mankind

turn was put together by a group of

current ways of communal thinking and

everything and almost continuously
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Playfulness is the key. But Neal justly
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utopias, including the ones envisioned

stated that collaboration is hard work,

by designers.

illustrated by the quick and dirty city
development on the first day of Laurent
Tixador's workshop.
Philippe Schiesser presented his view
on the potential of FabLab, originally
a computer supported workshop created
by MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) to provide public access to
high tech tools and to spread
knowledge. Since this prototype the
FabLab idea has developed in various
directions focusing on technology, or
community support, or production in
different areas, depending on local
circumstances.
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